Introduction
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) diagnose automatically life-threatening heart rhythm and deliver an electrical shock to stop the arrhythmia. In younger children these rhythms are rare. However, for using AEDs in younger children it is necessary to adapt the detection algorithms to the special feature of pediatric ECGs. This can be tested with the help of a large collection of shockable and non-shockable ECGs. At present, we are working to establish a pediatric ECGdatabase for the assessment of arrhythmia detection algorithms in AEDs [1, 2] . The database should contain nonshockable ECGs, but also shockable ECGs recorded during ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF) which are rare events in children. One possibility of obtaining a sufficient number of shockable ECGs is the use of ECG signals that were reconstructed from scanned paper ECGs [3, 4] . We performed an analysis of the signal content in reconstructed pediatric ECGs with the focus on suitability of the scanned results for shock decision algorithms. In the present work we report on this analysis.
Methods
As reference signals we used digital pediatric ECGs with or without arrhythmic episodes. The original ECGs were printed out and then digitally scanned in four different image sizes: 100 percent, 80 percent, 60 percent and 40 percent of the original size, representing different printing qualities of the ECGs. We established the amplitude and temporal scaling of the scanned signal by manual positioning of four sliders on the image grid so that they represented a box of 0.5 mV and 200 ms side length. Then in a rough manual pre-processing step the grid and any other unwanted staining was removed from the images (using GIMP, www.gimp.org). Finally, digital ECG data were reconstructed using a simple manually adaptable thresholding algorithm. The reconstructed ECGs were resampled to a sample rate of 500 Hz. In order to determine the signal quality in relation to frequency, a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is performed of all digitised ECGs and of the original ECG. The FFT data were divided in 5 Hz frequency bands that were examined in more detail by comparing the root mean square (rms) values. The main frequency components of normal adult heart rhythms are below 25 Hz [5] . Here we examined the frequency range up to 40 Hz in order to account for fast pediatric rhythms and fast arrhythmia. 
Results
As a typical example, we report here on 3 seconds of a digital ECG recorded during a VT episode at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. Figure 1 shows the raw signal and FFT of the original and of the digitised ECG using an image size of 80 percent. The reconstructed ECGs show the same general properties as the original data and differ only in details. The variations in the rms value of the frequency bands do not show a distinct dependence on the used image size. The wave amplitudes of the digitised ECGs vary slightly between image sizes. The amplitude of smoother ECG features does not exhibit marked differences from the original. Only sharp peaks are slightly different from the original (Fig. 1) .
Discussion
The results indicate that there is no significant difference between the original ECG and the printed, scanned and binary reconstructed ECGs. Only at an image size of 40 percent there were slightly increasing deviations to the original ECG. Obviously beside image size there are other factors affecting the image quality like colour prints, ECG line width, scan contrast and so on. They were in the present study all attached to the parameter image size.
Our focus here is to assess the suitability of ECGs reconstructed from paper images for the purpose of detection of shockable ECGs. Ventricular arrhythmias are narrow band signals and the relevant frequency range is less than 10 Hz [6] . In this frequency band we found a good agreement between original and reconstructed ECG. By digitalisation of pediatric paper ECGs we are now able to increase the number of shockable (VT, VF) and critical nonshockable (SVT) ECGs in our pediatric ECG database. 
